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About This Game

Writers is a game where you play as a writer and try to be the first in typing random excerpt from the book. Fight against your
friends or players around the world, make your way to the top and show them speed you are capable of. Become a member of

Writer's club and master all language leagues!

Features

8 Game Modes. Do you want to take a duel with your friend? Type a random text or master daily fixed excerpt? Or
maybe Numbers? Choose your way from eight game modes: Duel, Duel Hard, Classic, Fixed, Marathon, Unmistakable,
Unmistakable Hard, Numbers.

Language Leagues. You can choose the language you want to type. Now there are two leagues: English and Russian.

22 unlockable characters. You can choose from 22 (or maybe there is more?) characters to become the fastest writer.
But you have to try hard to unlock them all.

Stats and Achievements. Each language league has its own statistic and leaderboards. You can watch information about
your CPM, Mistakes and other stats.

Improve your typing skills. To win you will have to type without looking on the keyboard. Playing regularly you will be
able to use Touch typing technic to be even faster. Then you can use it at your work, study. And, of course, at furious
battles in comments. :)
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Become a Writer and be the first to finish next masterpiece!

* All characters and events in this game are entirely fictional. Any reference is purely coincidental.
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Title: Writers
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evgeny Apel, Pavel Rodionov, Ivan Ilchenko
Publisher:
Evgeny Apel, Pavel Rodionov, Ivan Ilchenko
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This is a good game, besides the fact

#1 that if I screw up my click I lose, because i'm a damn millimeter off of it and the cursor is hard to pin point sometimes.
#2 I can't customize my options aka i'd like to be able to hit tab or something to switch so I don't need to worry about problem in
#1
#3 WHY THE HELL DO YOU HAVE TO RESTART IF YOU DIDN'T LOSE (To save the gallery) that is actually dumb
#4 SAVE How to basically take care of everything and make me less frustrated, after I get to day 4\/5 nine times and lose
because of #1

There needs to be new updates, like it's good, but it just has stupid holes.

So I don't recommend this game until they "fix" this thing.. I thought I delated something by mistake, but unfortunately, no...
there is NO SAITO DLC. YoY

I love Hakuoki, don't get me wrong... but still, this is sad, when You can get ALL DLC ...excludig Your fav character.... There is
a small game that convinced me with his idea to play, because i'm a indie gamedesigner.

Unfortunately, the game is not enjoyable, and apart from the bad Humor, the game distorts even more the idea of a real indie
developer, instead of making reasonable fun of it.

I stopped at the ♥♥♥♥ing mini-games because they are too terrible, even as a joke.. Awesome mix of Visual Novel and RPG.
Hilarious dialog and characters. Definitely worth a play!. 10 waves, 1level, about 5 minutes gameplay. What's going on?

Notwithstanding, I liked the radial menu and the ability to place barricades - just give me some content. I would feel cheesed off
if this was a Demo!!. Oh boy , where should i start from?
First of all - there are no other settings beside Music and FX volume and FX volume is turned off by default. The menu music is
mainly consisted in 2 house-ish tracks, obviously cut-off of a random set with bad quality. I don't even want to talk about the
controlls and the overal in-game experience!

Would not recommend!
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1.5/10. It's pretty good
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This game has no redeeming qualites as of the writing of this review. There is no interface, and you are dropped into a hastily
made map where zombies once in a while attack you.

This is someones for fun project, and not a real game.

There are plenty of real games on Steam for a similar price.

Do. Not. Buy.. The Game looks very good for a Indie early Access Game and has a really good Atmosphere in the game!!!
I really like the small Puzzles and Messages you find while Playing, telling you the Story what happened.
Moreover I really like the Concept of the Game that everything is changing in the House(Walls and Furnature) giving the Game
a variety!!!

Still there are some things in the Game that have to be changed. For example the Mouse sensitivity is extrem at the beginning.
So before you start you have to change the setting to be able to play the Game. Moreover I had the bug/Problem that when I
changed my settings, my Mouse Froze and I couldn't move the mouse without restarting the Game.

All in all the Game is a really good early access horror Game: 9/10

If you want to watch something about the Game, I started a walkthrough:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQWvrjD1RE0. I hate to give this a negative review as it is a good first attempt made by
one individual. However, this is very flawed and definitely not worth $7. I think $1-$2 is fair at most. It is only about 2 hours
long if you go through and explore everything/get all achievements.

The biggest issue is with the writing - I understand that they are not using their native language, but editing is key, especially
when the story is the meat of your game. Someone really needed to go through this and help the writer. There are also a lot of
plot holes, although the story itself is fairly entertaining and interesting.

Another large issue - if you are hard of hearing or deaf, you will have a very hard time with some of the annoying puzzles. One
in particular relies on a quiet sound and was especially frustrating for me.

Overall, keep an eye on the developer in the future, but only grab this one if you can get it cheap.. Grigor and Igor are the
sweetest little cuties and I love them

I appreciate and love the birds and all they do

The waxlings are what is good and pure about this world

Stein could murder me and I'd still love and cherish it

I smack ghosts and patients with a fly swatter

Altho I wish Stein would stop sassing me about going back to the main menu. A great game,. After just beating chapter one, I
can say that this is a fun, strange, and nice little point and click, I would reccomend it :3. This CoG product is hindered by
mediocre writing. It doesn't seem like the author doesn't know how to write, so much as the product is just very highs and lows.
The good parts are very good. The bad parts are cringe-inducing. I can't hate it, but I also can't recommend it. Whoever wrote
this will probably write something awesome someday.
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